how it works
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FIND A DESIGN THAT YOU LOVE

You can personalize almost ever ything, so pick your favorite based on layout and graphics.
Need some help choosing materials? Contact us! Tell us about your wedding colors and
favorite materials or order a sample to view in person. Samples are pre-made and come
exactly how you see online. We’re happy to include additional swatches with each sample
purchase just note your wedding colors in the order notes.
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PLACE, CUSTOMIZE or CALCULATE your ORDER

Orders can be placed within the product page. Click on the
button to get star ted. This page will collect all of your wording and personalization details.
Create an account to save and edit wording, material and pricing information.
Once you checkout and finalize your order, 50% of your total is due for wedding invites
and/or 100% is due for ever ything else. We will confirm your details and then a designer
will be in touch to star t your email proof process.
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PROOF, PRINT & SHIP

Three rounds of proofs are included during the email proof process. All wording, ink color
and font style customizations will be worked out during this time. Happy with your proof?
Let’s print! Your remaining balance is due before we star t production and ship. Once your
remaining balance and shipping amount has been paid, allow up to 7 business days for
production. A UPS tracking number will be sent once your order ships.
Ever y Beacon Lane design is carefully perfected, but we understand the impor tance of making each wedding invite uniquely yours.
All Beacon Lane designs can be customized to suit your big day. Complimentar y changes include: wording, fonts, ink colors & materials.
Allow up to 3 weeks for the total turnaround time from star t (when the order is placed) to finish (when the order is shipped).

